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Abstract Electrical impedance spectroscopy (EIS)

is a useful tool for the investigation of the structural

characteristics of solid materials and also biological

tissues. The structural changes in plant or animal

tissues reflect the physiological state of the organism.

Electrical impedance measurement seems to be

applicable both for analytical and research laborato-

ries, since once a stress or a quality trait is correlated

with an impedance parameter the method is quick and

safe for further analysis of great number of samples.

This work attempted to explore the current state of

literature in terms of the application of EIS that

has already been done on animal and plant tissues, and

more specifically searching for the possibility of wider

future applicability in plant stress detection.

Keywords Electrical impedance � Structural

changes � Plant sciences � Stress detection

1 Introduction

It is a constant concern of researchers in plant sciences

(including plant physiology, plant stress physiology,

agriculture, food sciences etc.) to find new possibil-

ities for detecting changes of the investigated tissue or

plant organ in a more effective and more sensitive way

than the ever current state of art. The directions lead

towards enhanced sensitivity that enables to determine

tissue or organ metabolic and/or structural alterations

in plants before the occurrence of visible symptoms.

Another important and desirable criterion is that the

measurement should be quick, giving the advantage of

investigating a large number of samples in a rela-

tively short time, since the phenology of plants may

change rapidly, whether one tries to characterize

seedlings or a plant stand for example.

Electrical impedance measurement (complex resis-

tance in the presence of alternating current) is a useful

tool for the investigation of the structural character-

istics of solid materials and biological tissues, the

changes of the latter reflect the physiological state of

the tissue itself (Hayden et al. 1968). Because of the

passive electrical properties, plant tissue impedance is

related to cellular ionic content, membrane structures

(Privé and Zhang 1996) and viscosity. This opens the

possibility to many scientific fields of plant investiga-

tion to apply electrical impedance measurement in

basic and applied research as well.
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This work attempts to explore the current state of

literature in terms of the application of electrical

impedance measurement (EIS) that has already been

done on animal and plant tissues, and more specif-

ically searching for the possibility of wider future

applicability in plant stress detection.

2 Theory of electrical impedance

EIS of the lower frequency ranges (10 Hz–1 MHz)

has been applied extensively in medical science and,

in several cases, in plant science as well (Grimnes and

Martinsen 2000).

Electrical conduction in biological tissues is due to

the presence of ions (Pething and Kell 1987). The

current is therefore related to the ionic content and

ionic mobility of the particular tissue (Dean et al.

2008). Cellular components and their structure

together determine the electrical properties of tissues

in various frequency ranges. Therefore, if there is a

difference in tissue structure, it will initiate charac-

teristic impedance spectra.

According to the explanation of Dean et al. (2008),

electrical impedance of biological tissues is a complex

value with resistance and capacitance and it depends

on the applied frequency. The real part of the

impedance is associated with resistive pathways

across the tissues, the imaginary part of the tissue is

associated with capacitive pathways, such as mem-

brane structures. The real part is large at low

frequencies and the imaginary part becomes more

dominant at higher frequencies. At very high frequen-

cies current does not flow, but only moves back and

forth between membrane surfaces and the current is

limited by the small resistance of the membranes

(Dean et al. 2008). In a frequency ranges (10 Hz–

1 MHz), EIS of biological tissues presents a b
dispersion band associated with membrane structures

and is sensitive to their integrity and functionality

(Kuang and Nelson 1998; Martinsen et al. 2002). It has

been shown through several examples that bioelectric

measurements help to understand certain physiologi-

cal phenomena, since, for example, the application of

microelectrodes elucidated some issues of membrane

transport (Shabala et al. 2006). EIS is widely applied

in the field of biomedical diagnostics and in plant,

crop and food sciences as well. The integration of

microelectronic and microfluidic techniques,

impedance is applicable to nearly all aspects of

biology, including living cell counting and analysis,

cell biology research, cancer research, drug screening,

and food and environmental safety monitoring (Xu

et al. 2016). Before the exploration of the current state

of literature in terms of plant-related applications, it

is worth mentioning some of its use in material and

life sciences.

3 Applications of electrical impedance in material

and life sciences

In general, EIS can be used for identifying and

following detectable cellular responses, ex vivo,

in vivo and in vitro (McRae et al. 1999; Zou and

Guo 2003; Wang et al. 2005) to take advantage of this

prognostic information, especially because, by far,

EIS is the only non-invasive technique that gives

information on a wide frequency range (Dean et al.

2008).

An investigation (Chilcott et al. 2002) dealing with

characterization of conducting, metal-coated mem-

branes by EIS showed sensitivity to variations in

values for several of their model parameters that

quantify membrane performance characteristics, such

as porosity, fouling, surface integrity and roughness.

The conductance of the system at lower frequencies

was sensitive to variations in membrane porosity,

while the high frequency conductance of the mem-

brane in situ is sensitive to the concentration of the

solution. They concluded that low frequency mea-

surements reflect the properties of the membrane

alone, whereas high frequency measurements reflect

those of the membrane and the solution (Chilcott et al.

2002).

Tissue electrical impedance depends on the struc-

ture of the investigated tissue and can be used to

differentiate between the normal and the altered status

of, for example, cancerous tissues in a variety of

organs, including breast, cervix, skin, bladder and

prostate (Halter et al. 2007). Halter et al. (2008)

investigated prostatic adenocarcinoma, benign pro-

static hyperplasia, nonhyperplastic glandular tissue

and stroma with EIS and found significant conductiv-

ity differences between cancer and stroma at all

frequencies and significant permittivity differences

between cancer and benign prostatic hyperplasia at

frequencies greater than 92 kHz.
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It was used to study the malignant and normal

breast tissues and the state of organs. The impedance

data were used to characterize tissues and their

changes during ischemia. (Dean et al. 2008).

In vivo analysis of cell growth was first carried out

by Sotoyama et al. (1998). They developed a multi-

functional microelectrode (MME) system and applied

to the in vivo analysis of electrical impedance of cell

membranes of tobacco cultured cells (line BY-2).

They analysed the cell membrane in contact with the

external medium and an intercellular membrane

according to the linear circuit models composed of

ohmic resistances and capacitances. This attempt was

fruitful with certain limitations: the position of the tip

of MME is significant, whether it is in the vacuole or in

the cytosol, should be clarified in understanding the

experimental results. Furthermore, the cell wall is

considered to be a slight barrier to the permeation of

ions. Once these clarifications are done, the measured

value characterizes cell membrane itself (Sotoyama

et al. 1998).

A wild type of yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae)

was used in a study dealing with online monitoring of

cell growth by impedance spectroscopy in order to

estimate cell concentration. First Soley et al. (2005)

experimentally characterized the main variables of the

impedance measurement as a function of the yeast

culture, then determined the conditions that suited to

test its performance along a growth curve. The

impedance measurements obtained with an ex situ

flow-through system during a batch growth of

S. cerevisiae were highly comparable to the results

of optical density and dry weight measurements

(Soley et al. 2005).

Also, dynamic monitoring of cell growth is possible

with EIS, since cell impedance can be characterized by

the cell index (CI) values [(Zi-Z0) X/15 X, where Z0

is the background resistance and Zi is the individual

time point resistance] and the normalized cell index

was determined as the CIti at a certain time point

divided by the CInml_time at the normalization time

point (nml_time) (Kuo et al. 2010).

Bai and Prinz (2011) investigated the electrochem-

ical characteristics of the plasma membranes of single

cells and organelles. Silicon fabrication technology

was used to produce a metal ultra-microelectrode

(UME). Furthermore, the UME was characterized in a

cell medium using electrochemical impedance spec-

troscopy. A single rat fibroblast cell, or chloroplast

purified from Peperomia metallica leaves, was immo-

bilized by a micropipette after which the UME was

inserted into its cytosolic space through cell mem-

brane using a piezo actuator. An in vivo EIS

measurement between the UME and the counter

electrode outside of a single cell was taken. Then the

measurements were analyzed using equivalent circuits

in order to estimate the membrane impedance of a

single cell (Bai and Prinz 2011).

Paredes et al. (2014) also investigated the real time

growth of microbial cultures and found that capaci-

tance and resistance are related to surface coating and

conductivity changes in few hours post-infection, also

that biological coating cause variations in capacitance,

up to 60%, while metabolic activity affects resistance

giving a variation up to 15%. Fitting analysis has

confirmed experimental results showing also the effect

of the dead/alive ratio.

4 Plant electrical impedance: approaching models

The structure of solid materials has been tested with

EIS for decades. Several models have been con-

structed for the measured values in order to simplify

the evaluation. In medical diagnostics, EIS seems to be

applicable based on structural difference of tissues that

led plant scientists to widen the applications of EIS

even more (MacDonald 1992). As a result of the

investigations, it appeared that plant tissue impedance

basically depends on three factors between the

frequency range of 10 Hz–1 MHz:

– intracellular (symplastic) resistance,

– intercellular (apoplastic or extracellular) resistance

and

– impedance of the cell membrane.

From an electrical point of view, the cell membrane

behaves as a capacitor, the capacitance of which

depends on the frequency (Hayden et al. 1968). The

impedance spectra of plant tissues have already been

characterized by different models. Amongst the first

attempts, one has to mention the Hayden-model

(Hayden et al. 1968) that consisted of the resistance

of cell wall (R1), resistance of cell membrane (R2),

resistance of the cytoplasm (R3), and capacitance of

cell membrane (C) (Fig. 1).
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The impedance: where X is the resistance, X = 1/

Cx, C = capacitance of cell membrane, x = fre-

quency and j ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

�1
p

if R2 � R3, R1, then

Z ¼ R2
1R3 þ X2R1�jXR1ðR1 � R3Þ

R2
1 þ X2

If the measuring frequency is low and x ? 0, then

Z = R1 and if the frequency is high, so x ? �, then

Z = R3.

At low frequencies, electrical current cannot go

through plasma membrane and it is restricted to the

apoplast, while at high frequencies the current goes

through the symplast (Harker and MainDonald 1994).

The modified Hayden-model (Fig. 2) is a more

developed version of the original (Toyoda and

Tsenkova 1998), that also takes into account the fact

that the impedance of the cell membrane depends on

the frequency:

The impedance is given as:

Z ¼ 1

1=Ra þ 1=Rs þ Zm

That consists of the resistance of the extracellular

(apoplastic) space (Ra), the intracellular (symplastic)

(Rs) space and the impedance of cell membrane (Zm)

with a constant u angle. The value of Zm could be

expressed as follows:

Zm ¼ cosu þ j sin u = Cm x;

where j =
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

�1
p

, x = 2pf, f is the frequency of the

measuring voltage, and Cm is the capacity of the cell

membrane.

The double-shell model (Fig. 3) considers the

resistance of the vacuole in the cytoplasm and the

capacitance of the vacuolar membrane (Zhang and

Willison 1991):where R1 is the resistance of the cell

wall and the extracellular space, R2 is the resistance of

the cytoplasm and the symplasm, C3 is the capacitance

of the cell membrane, R4 is the resistance of the

vacuole and C5 is the capacitance of the vacuolar

membrane.

In EIS, a wide frequency range is used for

measuring impedance spectrum (IS), which is com-

prised of real and imaginary parts, with frequency as

an intrinsic variable. An electric circuit model is

formulated for the system and the parameters are

estimated by means of Complex Nonlinear Least

Squares (CNLS) curve fitting. For plant tissues the

best fitting results can be obtained with a model

consisting of distributed circuit elements (DCE) (Repo

and Zhang 1993; Repo et al. 1994, 2000). By using

distributed models it is possible to take detailed IS-

features into account across a wide frequency range,

and in that way to obtain mathematically accurate

estimates of the model parameters (Repo et al. 2005).

The impedance spectra of woody tissues of trees and

shrubs also require different models from what is

applicable for the tissues of herbaceous plants (Repo

and Zhang 1993).

The models mentioned above are convenient to use,

since the elements of the circuits represent the

resistances and capacitances of different constituents

of the tissue. Thus with the help of the models, the

measured values can be more easily interpreted

(Table 1).

R1

R2

R3

C

Fig. 1 The Hayden model (Hayden et al. 1968)

ZmRs

Ra

Fig. 2 The modified Hayden-model developed by Toyoda and

Tsenkova (1998)

Fig. 3 The double-shell model
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5 Plant electrical impedance: applications

5.1 Root growth estimation

In plant sciences some work has been done before for

assessing root growth laid on the hypothesis that the

capacitance of the root/soil-system reacts with

increase of contact surface area between roots and

the soil along with the growth of the root (Chloupek

1977; Dalton 1995; Rajkai et al. 2002, 2005). The

water-absorbing area of a root is considered to be

identical to the zones through which the electric

current passes when the tree becomes part of an

electric circuit (Nadezhdina and Čermák 2003). The

area of root conducting (= absorbing) zones, S (m2) is

then calculated from the equation:

S ¼ qL=Rz ¼ qLI=U � egv;

where q is the resistivity of the woody tissues, which

must be estimated separately using a series of thin

metallic electrodes and L is the distance between the

tree and the feeding electrode (Nadezhdina and

Čermák 2003).

In situ root growth analyses face with several

methodological difficulties, which is why a simple,

rapid, non-invasive way of its measurement is highly

needed (Rajkai et al. 2005). Rajkai et al. (2005) made

an investigation on the comparison of pin and clamp

(simpler to use under field conditions, but lacking

direct contact with sap flow) electrodes using sun-

flower plants in a pot experiment and found that when

the media is water, clamp electrodes are possible to

apply, but in other type of media, such as soil at field

water capacity, or even capillary saturated soil, pin

electrodes better correlated with the root growth. They

also found that the best results were obtained when

capacitance data was plotted against fresh root mass

and not against root length (Table 2).

EIS measurement in a developing root involves

several influencing factors, not only the roots them-

selves, but the soil type and soil moisture content, the

spacing and position of electrodes and also the

moisture content of the root itself. That is why in the

work of Repo et al. (2005) hydroponic culture was

used as growth medium in order to simplify the

evaluation of the results and to gain knowledge of the

change in the root system. With the elimination of the

artefacts originating from soil and electrodes, the

results indeed gave information only about the root -

growth. The most important finding was that the sum

of the resistances in the distributed electric model

decreased with the increase of root mass, according to

the model consisting of distributed circuit elements

(DCE) (Repo and Zhang 1993; Repo et al.

1994, 2000). Yet, it was not clear that ‘which

proportion of the change in the resistances is due to

the increase of root mass or root surface area and

which, if any, is due to the change in stem or

stem/solution interface during the growing period’

(Repo et al. 2005).

In another study (Hagrey 2007), electric resistivity

(DC) was proven to be useful in supporting the

geophysical imaging of the root-zone and the trunk. It

is thought that electrical properties of a root zone are a

consequence of moisture content that enables differ-

entiation between the resistive woody (transporting)

and conductive soft (absorbing) roots. That is why it

can be successfully used to determine water content

and monitor infiltration processes, such as water

uptake and sap flow.

5.2 Frost hardening capability

Frost hardening is a complex process that enables

plants to achieve high frost tolerance, including

physiological, physicochemical and chemical

changes. The most studied biochemical processes are

Table 1 Cell culture growth followed by EIS

Species Research interest References

Human colon cancer cells Cell growth Kuo et al. (2010)

Rat Fibroblast Cell/Chloroplast Of Peperomia Metallica Membrane impedance Bai and Prinz (2011)

Staphylococcus epidermidis Real time growth of microbial cultures cell Paredes et al. (2014)

Tobacco (Lycopersicon esculentum) Cell growth Sotoyama et al. (1998)

Yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae) Cell growth Soley et al. (2005)
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connected to membranes with the increase of unsat-

urated fatty acids that lowers the temperature-induced

phase transition of the membrane. This enables normal

membrane permeability even at low temperatures.

Other important factors of frost tolerance are the con-

centration of polar lipids, such as an increase in

phospholipids and the state of the cytoplasm (Hietala

et al. 1998; Yoshida 1984).

The traditional ways, such as vital staining,

ethylene or ethane production- (Chalker-Scott et al.

1989), phenolic- and electrolyte leakage measure-

ments (Anisko and Lindstrom 1995) are either diffi-

cult, or expensive, requiring more practical techniques

to substitute controlled freeze testing in the future

(Repo et al. 1997). Frost results in both quantitative

and qualitative changes in cell membranes and cell

water-status is the reason why frost hardiness inves-

tigations have been done by the method of electrical

impedance (Hietala et al. 1998). The work of a Finnish

team has been principally focused on the aspects of

cold acclimation and frost hardening capability of

different species, such as English ryegrass (Lolium

perenne) (Repo and Pulli 1996), Azalea (Rhododen-

dron) (Väinölä and Repo 2000), Basket willow (Salix

viminalis) (Repo et al. 1997), Scots pine (Pinus

sylvestris L.) (Repo et al. 1994), and Silver birch

(Betula pendula) (Luoranen et al. 2004) (Table 3).

Distributed model parameters of shoots of five

clones of willow (Salix viminalis) were examined with

electrical impedance analysis at the end of the growing

season during cold acclimation. They found that

intracellular resistance correlates with frost hardening

in willow (Salix viminalis) especially in the early

phase of hardening (Repo et al. 1997) as it was also

found by Stout (1988a, b) for alfalfa (Medicago sativa

L.) and for birdsfoot trefoil (Lotus corniculatus L.).

This correlation is based on the decrease of tissue

water content (Sutinen et al. 1992) that decreases ion

mobility (Jócsák et al. 2010) and consequently

impedes the flow of electric current.

Delayed soil thawing by 7 days delayed the onset of

sap flow or totally blocked in Scots pine (Pinus

sylvestris L.) that was reflected in the electrical

impedance of needles and trunks (Repo et al. 2008).

A species-based differentiation between pine and

willow was also possible and showed differences be-

tween the position of low and high frequency arcs

(Repo et al. 1997) that indicated the different tissue

structure of the two species. The two main types of

Azalea species, i.e. the smaller leaved lepidotes with

thinner cuticle, more spongy parenchyma and apoplas-

tic space, and the group of the larger leaved lepidotes

with thick cuticule and palisade parenchyma were

distinguishable by the same structural principles,

Table 2 Root growth estimation with EIS

Species Research interest References

Cork oak (Quercus suber L.) Geophysical imaging of root-zone Hagrey (2007)

Potato (Solanum tuberosum L.) Relationship between root electrical capacitance and root size Chloupek (1972)

Sunflower (Helianthus annuus L.) Comparison of pin and clamp electrodes Rajkai et al. (2005)

Willow (Salix myrsinifolia Salisb) Simplifying the measurement Repo et al. (2005)

Table 3 Frost hardening

capability measurements

with EIS

Species References

Alfalfa (Medicago sativa L.) Stout (1988a, b)

Azalea (Rhododendron) Väinölä and Repo (2000)

Basket willow (Salix viminalis L.) Repo et al. (1997)

Birdsfoot trefoil (Lotus corniculatus L.) Stout (1988a, b)

English ryegrass (Lolium perenne L.) Repo and Pulli (1996)

Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris L.) Repo et al. (1994, 2008)

Silver birch (Betula pendula L.) Luoranen et al. (2004)

Willow (Salix viminalis L.) Hietala et al. (1998)
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although the originally-studied cold hardiness evalu-

ation gave positive results only in the case of lepidotes

(Väinölä and Repo 2000).

5.3 Fruit and vegetable quality measurement

EIS was widely used in post harvest quality measure-

ments of different fruit and vegetable species

(Table 4). Weaver and Jackson (1966) successfully

correlated the proper harvest date of different peach

varieties (Babygold, Elberta, Envoy, Golden Jubilee)

with impedance.

Impedance measurements could provide physio-

logical insight to the process of ripening: for apple

fruit, CaCl2 infiltration slowers ripening most proba-

bly because it maintains a membrane integrity that

was possible to monitor with EIS through increased

resistance values (Lougheed et al. 1981).

Guo et al. (2007) measured the dielectric properties

of three honeydew melon cultivars, grown and

harvested to provide a range of maturities over the

frequency range from 10 MHz to 1.8 GHz as well as

the moisture content and the soluble solids content

(SSC). The latter was used as an indicator of

sweetness—the quality factor in correlation with the

dielectric properties. Although they found high corre-

lation between the SSC and permittivity for both the

external surface and internal tissue measurements,

SSC prediction from the dielectric properties was not

satisfactory (Guo et al. 2007).

Euring et al. (2011) found that normalized electric

parameters of decaying apples increased with decay

and partial tissue degradation was also detectable. The

results did not distinguish between varieties indicating

that only robust changes can be measured by the

electrical impedance.

Nelson (2005) graphically presented dielectric

constant (k) (a number relating the ability of a material

to carry alternating current to the ability of vacuum to

carry alternating current) and loss-factor [the product

of the dissipation factor (D) and the dielectric constant

(e0) of a dielectric material expressed as: e00 = De0] data

for apple, avocado, banana, cantaloupe, carrot, cucum-

ber, grape, orange, and potato, showing dielectric

constants ranging from values of several hundred at

10 MHz to less than 100 at 1.8 GHz and loss factors

on the order of one thousand at 10 MHz to less than 20

at 1.8 GHz at 5 to 65 �C. The dielectric loss factor

increased consistently with increasing temperature at

frequencies below 1 GHz as well as the dielectric

constant. The latter though is decreased with temper-

ature at the higher frequencies (20 and 120 MHz)

when dipolar relaxation appears to control the

behaviour, whereas at lower frequencies, ionic

Table 4 Fruit and vegetable quality measurement

Species Research interest References

Apple (Malus domestica L.) Ripening Lougheed et al. (1981)

Apple (Malus domestica L.) Decay processes Euring et al. (2011)

Apple (Malus domestica L.) Storage Vozáry and Horváth (1998), Vozáry et al.

(1997)

Apple (Malus domestica L.) Thaw freeze maturity—soluble solid

content

Chalermchat et al. (2010)

Banana (Musa 9 paradisiaca L.) Dry matter content estimation Bera et al. (2016)

carrot roots (Daucus carota L.) boiling Ando et al. (2016)

Durian (Durio zibethinus L.) Maturity Kuson and Terdwongworakul (2013)

Melon (Cucumis melo L.) Quality sensing Harker and MainDonald (1994)

Melon (Cucumis melo L. cv. ‘Prince

melon’)

Blanching and freeze–thaw Sugiyama et al. (1989)

Nectarine (Prunus persica L.) Ripening Nelson (2005)

Peach (Prunus persica L.) Harvest date estimation Weaver and Jackson (1966)

Potato (Solanum tuberosum L.) Heat treatment Fuentes et al. (2014)

Potato (Solanum tuberosum L.) Drying Ando et al. (2014)

Potato (Solanum tuberosum L.) Hot water treatment estimation Imaizumi et al. (2015)

Various species Ripening Guo et al. (2007)
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conduction dominates the dielectric behaviour. The

data provide new information that is useful in under-

standing the dielectric heating behaviour and evaluat-

ing dielectric properties of agricultural products for

quality sensing (Nelson 2005).

Although there are concerns about the applicability

of bioelectric changes as maturity indices of fruits and

vegetables (Lougheed et al. 1981), the existence of

successful attempts indicates the relevance of EIS in

quality assessment.

Impedance parameters are also suitable for detec-

tion of fruit ripening. Harker and MainDonald (1994)

used EIS for characterizing the intracellular and the

extracellular resistances and cell membrane changes

during ripening of nectarine (Prunus persica L. Batsch

cv Fantasia). They found a cell wall resistance

decrease from 7181 to 3342 X and this was closely

related to the changes in fruit texture. They concluded

that this decrease was due to an increased concentra-

tion of mobile ions in the cell wall and/or in an

increase in cross-section of the cell wall accessible to

low frequency current as a consequence of cell wall

dissolution and ion leakage. Furthermore, their mea-

surements also indicated most extracellular changes

during ripening, since neither high frequency mea-

surement (characterizing intracellular state), nor

membrane capacitance showed a pronounced change,

only low frequency (extracellular) resistance changed

markedly.

Fuentes et al. (2014) evaluated microstructural

changes treatments in potato tissue caused by 30 min

heat treatments at room temperature, 30, 40, 50, 60 and

70 �C. The potato samples that were treated by 60 and

70 �C showed significantly different phase values than

those processed at\ 50 �C. They attributed these

changes to the membrane and cell wall degradation,

starch gelatinization, and the collapse of starch

granules and found EIS a useful tool for monitoring

sequential changes in potato tissue during heating

(Fuentes et al. 2014). Ando et al. (2014) measured hot

air drying at 50–80 �C of potato by EIS and analyzed

the data with the modified Hayden model (Fig. 2) and

the analysis revealed that cell membranes damaged

and intracellular fluid leaked out from the cells and

found that impedance increased as the drying process

proceeded as a consequence of moisture loss. Moisture

content analysis showed that at the early stage of

drying membrane disruption caused the impedance

changes, not the changes of the moisture content

(Ando et al. 2014).

Sugiyama et al. (1989) carried out EIS measure-

ments on melon (Cucumis melo L. cv. ‘Prince melon’)

in order to study its applicability for quality evalua-

tion. They detected a marked decrease in the extra-

cellular resistance most probably as a result of an

increase of fluidity and lowered selective permeability

of the cell membrane.

Vozáry and Horváth (1998), Vozáry et al. (1997)

documented that during ripening and storage of apple,

its symplastic resistance does not change, but the

extracellular resistance also decreases and further

drops during storage (Vozáry and Horváth 1998,

Vozáry et al. 1997).

Ando et al. (2016) conducted different pre-treat-

ments (blanching and freeze–thaw) before drying of

carrot roots (Daucus carota L.) and evaluated the

changes of cell membranes, cell wall and pectin

methyl-esterase (PME) activity. The cell membrane

damage and changes of pectin structure in cell walls

was followed by EIS and confirmed by microscopic

observation. They concluded that pretreatments made

the consecutive drying processes faster, with less

energy consumed.

Imaizumi et al. (2015) made potato tuber investiga-

tions by treating the tubers with hot water and evaluated

the changes of the electrical properties, cell membrane

structure and texture. They found that the intactness of

membranes was the major parameter that determined

the equivalent circuit elements such as intercellular

resistance (Ri), extracellular resistance (Re) and mem-

brane capacitance (Cm). They concluded that the

information supplied by EIS is applicable for food

processing and post harvest management.

EIS studies showed that the electrical impedance of

banana stem tissues is drastically decreased due to

boiling, since cell membrane structure disruption, a-

dispersion and b-dispersion disappears after boiling

(Bera et al. 2016).

EIS was investigated to model the dry matter

content of durum using partial least squares regression

on the stem and the rind at various stages of maturity.

Resistance, reactance and the change in impedance

and capacitance was recorded in a range of

1–200 kHz. The reactance of the stem cross section

and the capacitance of the rind were found to

contribute to the prediction of dry matter content

(Kuson and Terdwongworakul 2013).
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The influence of the physiological morphology of

apple tissue and the orientation of applied electric field

on electro-permeabilization was investigated on dif-

ferent tissue regions under pulse treatment and freeze–

thaw experiment. The dependence of cell shape and

orientation on electro-permeabilization was found to

be correlated strongly to the orientation of the field

applied (Chalermchat et al. 2010).

5.4 Food quality measurements

EIS was applicable for the determination of unifloral

honeys in order to determine the floral origin of

different honeys. Scandurra et al. (2013) presented

Cole–cole plots—in which the imaginary part of the

impedance is plotted as a function of the real part

while changing the test frequency—of different uni-

floral honeys and concluded an obvious differentiation

among various floral honeys and stated that EIS is

useful for rapid and easy determination of floral origin

without any sample preparation (Table 5).

A study about the differentiation among smoked

fish products showed that EIS gave the possibility of

the selection by salt- and moisture content, although

poor correlations between electrical measurements

and the studied physico-chemical parameters were

obtained possibly as a consequence of fat interference

(Karásková et al. 2011).

The detection of adulteration of food products is of

high importance and there is a need for fast and well-

correlating techniques. The parameters of EIS were

found to be useful for the estimation of total soluble

solids content (TSS). This could supply the basis for

prediction of the TSS content in fruit juices and

possible adulteration based on conductivity ( _Zywica

and Banach 2015).

Dairy farms have high concern for milk quality

control, most importantly for E. coli. Liua et al. (2015)

developed an interdigitated microelectrode sensor for

determining bacterial concentration in milk. The

measurement based on an electrode–milk interface

impedance change due to bacterial metabolism. They

determined a parameter: detection time (DT) the time

needed for 10% change of impedance at 10 Hz that

was practical for the prediction of initial bacteria

concentration as low as 7 cells/mL, and the highest

concentration of bacteria that they were able to detect

was 79 108 cells/mL. The proposed impedance sensor

proved to be suitable for determining bacterial

contamination and could be used at dairy farms and

processing plants (Liua et al. 2015).

Nakonieczna et al. (2016) evaluated the usefulness

of the impedance spectroscopy technique in food

quality control. They investigated the impedance

readings of one and two-component solutions of

twelve common food additives and six natural juices,

both pure and with additions of selected chemical

additives, within the frequency range from 20 Hz to

2 MHz. For the interpretation of data, they constructed

different equivalent circuits (EECs). The samples

consisted of low solute concentration, thus low

capacitances were obtained, and random errors

occurred that affected the EEC fitting considerably.

This excluded the possibility of a straightforward

interpretation of the data (Nakonieczna et al. 2016).

Vozáry et al. (1999) found that during drying of

apple slices the symplastic resistance does not change

until the moisture content of apple slices decreases to

30%. Below this, it starts increasing and at 5–10% of

moisture content, both apoplastic and symplastic

resistances increase by an order of magnitude (Vozáry

and Horváth 1998).

5.5 Crop production

Besides quality measurements, EIS has also been used

in farming practices, estimating, and evaluating cer-

tain parameters of crop production, such as water

Table 5 Food quality

measurement
Food type Parameter References

Fruit juices Adulteration _Zywica and Banach (2015)

Honey Floral origin Scandurra et al. (2013)

Smoked fish Salt and moisture content Karásková et al. (2011)

Food products Soluble soild content _Zywica and Banach (2015)

Milk E. coli content Liua et al. (2015)

Food products Solute concentration Nakonieczna et al. (2016)
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supply, or nutrient deficiency (Table 6). One of its

agricultural applications was in order to forecast

microclimate conditions and prediction of disease

epidemiology for greenhouse crops. A wetness sensor

was designed for these purposes (Wei et al. 1995),

based on the electrical conductivity of a polymer that

made good thermal contact with the surface of

different shapes and sizes of tomato fruits. The total

wetness period, indicated by the impedance changes

agreed well with values that were used to estimate

dew point temperatures (Wei et al. 1995).

Optimization and management of water resources

are essential in intensive farming, so quantification of

water supplies are of high importance as well as the

characterization of spatial distribution in the ground.

In Beauce (France) electrical resistivity tomography

was used to estimate water loss of corn due to

infiltration and evapotranspiration of a cultivated soil.

The increase in the electrical resistivity due to water

extraction corresponds to a typical 2D structure of the

ground with resistive features under the corn rows and

the 2D inversion of pseudosections was found to be

very efficient for demonstrating the effects of evap-

otranspiration (Panissod et al. 2001).

Leaf water content is an important factor to show

water scarcity in farmland. Zheng et al. (2015)

developed a four-electrode method to detect the

electrical properties of plants: two current probes of

constant alternating current into the sample and two

voltage probes measuring the voltage drop between

two electrodes. The latter was used to characterize the

water content of corn through the changes of electrical

properties in different developmental stages and water

status was measured. There was a clear negative

correlation with all three parameters: dry base water

content (DWC), wet base water content (WWC), and

relative water content (RWC).

The EIS was attempted to use by Meiqing et al.

(2016) for the prediction of phosphorous supply in

plants. They analyzed five sets of tomato with

different P source concentrations, measured the elec-

trical impedance within the frequency range of 1 Hz–

MHz and obtained characteristic frequency bands that

had high and positive correlation with plant P content,

since cell membranes were damaged by P deficiency

and that intracellular fluid leaked out of cells. They

concluded EIS is a potential tool for phosphorous state

evaluation, despite other factors, such as diseases,

other nutrients and the water status. (Meiqing et al.

2016).

EIS can be also applied to the detection and

diagnosis of plant K nutrition status however the the

environmental sensitivity of this method should be

taken into account (Jinyang et al. 2016).

5.6 Applications of EIS in stress investigation:

abiotic and biotic stress detection

The detection of plant stress has been a major issue

in plant physiology in the past few decades. There are

many tools in the hands of plant stress physiologists

for the detections of environmental stresses.

Classical plant stress research deals with highly

accurate methods in order to picture plant state or plant

health. Most of them require the grinding of plant

tissues, such as chlorophyll content and ratio deter-

mination (Arnon 1949), protein content measurement,

stress-induced enzyme activity change measurements

(Jócsák et al. 2008), etc. In all of these cases, plants are

used up for the investigations that have the disadvan-

tage of not having the possibility to follow the stress-

induced changes and the different stages of plant stress

development (Lichtenthaler 1996), such as the

response, the restitution, the end and, possibly, the

regeneration phase on the same plant individual. This

Table 6 Crop production

Species Research interest References

Corn (Zea mays L.) Quantification of water supplies Wei et al. (1995)

Corn (Zea mays L.) Leaf water content Zheng et al. (2015)

Tomato (Lycopersicon esculentum L.) Phosphorous supply Meiqing et al. (2016)

Tomato (Lycopersicon esculentum L.) Potassium deficiency Jinyang et al. (2016)

Tomato (Lycopersicon esculentum L.) Wetness Panissod et al. (2001)

Various species Environmental factors Lin et al. (2012)
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fact adds other possible errors to the investigation.

Thus one of the major requirements of plant stress

detection is that the method should ideally be non-

invasive to the plant.

Harmless stress detecting methods are mostly

connected to the investigation of the photosynthetic

apparatus, such as the chlorophyll content estimating

method using SPAD index (Micskei et al. 2009),

photosynthetic activity, stomatal conductance, tran-

spiration, chlorophyll fluorescence induction mea-

surement provides valuable information on the general

status of plant health, but some disadvantages of the

method cannot be overlooked. The data give informa-

tion only about certain leaf points (Lichtenthaler 1996)

that makes formation of a realistic picture about the

plant complicated. This drawback later was overcome

by the introduction of fluorescence imaging (Szigeti

et al. 1996; Takacs et al. 2000; Tuba et al. 1997)

technique, but it still lacks the possibility of in situ

measurements especially at the early stage of

development.

Lin et al. (2012) demonstrated that the impedance

spectrum of plant tissues can be achieved using the

development and application of an electrical impe-

dance measurement system for plant tissues, but stated

that other environmental factors should be included in

the measuring system, such as temperature, humidity

and irradiance.

The measured impedance spectra usually consist of

not only the spectra of the tissue but also the

impedance of the electrodes and the tissue between

the electrodes, since the electrodes are usually punc-

tured into the tissue, causing local damage to the cells

(Zhang and Willison 1991, 1993).

In order to characterize the structural and functional

changes induced by different environmental factors,

one should know the impedance spectra of the normal

tissue and also the parameters of the approaching

model. Hayden et al. (1968), Zhang and Willison

(1991), Toyoda and Tsenkova (1998) determined the

normal spectra of potato and carrot. The impedance

parameters of cabbage leaves were measured also by

Zhang and Willison (1993) by a special, cylindrically

symmetric electrode arrangement.

Most of the work done in the area of stress

measurements was connected to abiotic factors

(Table 7). The first plant impedance measurements

were done in connection with heat stress, since food

technology required quality control measurements

during storage of fruits and vegetables. In potato

(Hayden et al. 1968), and apple (Toyoda and Tsenkova

1998) tissues cold storage induced an increase either in

the apoplast, or in the symplast as well. EIS was also

successfully applied for investigations of conservation

processes, such as freezing of apple slices. The

modified Hayden-model can be used to follow heat

denaturation of potato tissue. In the process of drying,

both symplastic and apoplastic resistances decrease

(Toyoda and Tsenkova 1998). The parameters of EIS

are also suitable for the estimation of nutrient supply in

plants. Phosphorous deficiency causes a more pro-

nounced increase in the resistance values than potas-

sium deficiency (Greenham et al. 1972). The effects of

irradiation can also be followed by impedance

parameters. Felföldi et al. (1993) observed that at

50 kHz the ratio of the magnitude of the measured

impedance grows as the irradiation time is longer

when compared to the values measured at 5 kHz.

Membrane injuries caused by heat (Zhang et al. 1993)

and frost (Zhang and Willison 1992; Repo et al.

1994, 2000) stress have also been studied using EIS.

Moreover, mechanically broken membrane structure

can also be detected by changes in different EIS

parameters (Cox et al. 1993; Vozáry et al. 1999).

Furthermore recently, cadmium stress and the

effect of anoxia caused by flooding seemed to

be detected by EIS (Jócsák et al. 2010) in the early

stage of development of pea (Pisum satvium L.)

seedlings. Those results showed a concentration-

dependent increase of the symplastic resistance, and

the energy inhibitory effect of anoxia was also

possible to follow with EIS (Vozáry et al. 2011).

A Malaysian medicinal plant Labisia pumila has

anticancer, antioxidant and anti-inflammatory proper-

ties. The growth and production of L. pumila is greatly

influenced by the plant water status. In the study of

Jamaludin et al. (2015), the plant water status was

measured using EIS: a pair of electrocardiogram

(ECG) electrodes connected to an impedance analyzer

board was used to measure the impedance value of the

leaf samples non-invasively. Evapotranspiration

replacement (ER) treatment was: 100%; well watered,

75%, moderate water stress, 50%; high water stress

and 25%; severe water stress.

The results showed that after 20 weeks of treat-

ment, 25% ER had the highest impedance value

ranged from 0.10 to 0.15 MX at the frequency of

70–100 kHz. They attributed these results to the
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higher resistance of less-irrigated plants and proposed

EIS as an in situ and simple measurement technique

for plant water status measurement (Jamaludin et al.

2015).

Impedance spectroscopy can also be used to easily

and quickly compare different growth conditions and

different salinity treatments suggesting that EIS might

be suitable for assessing non-invasively salt resistance

of plants. Also, in order to separate the osmotic from

the ionic phases of the early response to salt stress,

which makes the method very useful to study the

signalling and the short-term responses to salinity.

Another application of EIS would be to find a

biological method that would separate sodium from

a mixture of different salts, using halophytic plants

(Hamed et al. 2016).

Repo et al. (2011) studied the effects of lack of

snow and its effects on the physiology of Norway

pruce (Picea abies L. Karst.) needles and root biomass

under natural conditions, artificially removed from

snow and soil frost for a long time. The apoplastic

electrical resistance of needles was higher in frost -

than in the other two treatments possibly due to the

smaller needle cross-sectional area, although this

disappeared in the growing season. The authors

attributed this change to the water content of needles

that was possible to detect by EIS (Repo et al. 2011).

Cseresnyés et al. (2018) used electrical impedance

phase angle as an indicator of plant root stress and

found that in pot experiments the measurement of the

impedance phase angle in intact with the root system

is a potentially useful in situ method for detecting

plant responses to stresses affecting roots, such as

alkaline disturbance, cadmium contamination,

drought stress and weed competition.

Table 7 Plant stress followed by EIS

Apple (Malus domestica L.) Drying Vozáry et al. (1999)

Apple (Malus domestica L.) Drying Vozáry and Horváth (1998)

Apple (Malus domestica L.) Membrane injury Zhang et al. (1993)

Apple (Malus domestica L.) Mechanically broken membrane structure Cox et al. (1993), Vozáry

et al. (1999)

Cacip fatimah (Labisia pumila) Water stress Jamaludin et al. (2015)

Pea (Pisum sativum L.) Cadmium stress Jócsák et al. (2010)

Pea (Pisum sativum L.) Anoxia Vozáry et al. (2011)

Haplophytic plants Salinity stress Hamed et al. (2016)

Norway pruce (Picea abies L.

Karst)

Snow melt-climate change Repo et al. (2011)

Potato (Solanum tuberosum L.) Normalised spectra determination Hayden et al. (1968)

Potato (Solanum tuberosum L.) Cold storage Toyoda and Tsenkova

(1998)

Potato (Solanum tuberosum L.) Heat denaturation Toyoda et al. (1994)

Potato (Solanum tuberosum L.) Normalised spectra determination Zhang and Willison (1991)

Potato (Solanum tuberosum L.) Irradiation Felföldi et al. (1993)

Potato (Solanum tuberosum L.) Tobacco mosaic virus Greenham et al. (1978)

Potato (Solanum tuberosum L.) Tomato spotted wilt Greenham et al. (1978)

Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris L.) Root colonisation by symbiotic mycorrhizal fungi (Hebeloma

sp. and Suillus luteus)

Repo et al. (2014)

Spring wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) Alkaline stress, cadmium contamination, drought stress and

weed competition

Cseresnyés et al. (2018)

Subterranean clover (Trifolium
subterraneum L.)

Phosphorous and potassium deficiency Greenham et al. (1972)

Tobacco (Nicotiana glutinosa L.) Tomato spotted wilt Greenham et al. (1978)

Tobacco (Nicotiana tabacum L.) Tobacco mosaic virus Greenham et al. (1978)
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Greenham et al. (1978) investigated virus infection,

i.e. the local necrotic effect of tobacco mosaic virus

(TMV) on Nicotiana glutinosa, the systemic infection

of TMV on potato tubers, the systemic infections of

tomato spotted wilt (TSW) in leaves of N. glutinosa

and systemic infections of TMV in petioles of N.

tabacum and successfully correlated the parameters of

EIS with the physiological changes caused by virus

infection.

Repo et al. (2014) investigated the effect of root

colonization by symbiotic mycorrhizal fungi (Hebe-

loma sp. and Suillus luteus) on the electrical

impedance spectra of Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris L.)

after a long-day and high temperature (LDHT) and

short-day and low temperature conditions (SDLT) as

cold acclimation simulation. The results depended

upon the cold acclimation and mycorrhizal treatment.

The changes of correlation coefficients (30% for

Hebeloma sp. and 39% for S. luteus in the real part and

28% and 38% in the imaginary part,) indicated

physicochemical changes (e.g. ionic behaviour) in

the root caused by the colonization of the fungi (Repo

et al. 2014).

6 Conclusion

The state of literature reveals that EIS is fairly widely

applied in plant, crop and food sciences besides

biomedical diagnostics.

This method is mainly useful to characterize

quantitative cellular changes. Electrical impedance

of tissues provides information about the cellular

structure and moisture content, the characteristics and

integrity of plasma membranes, intra- and extracellu-

lar parts of plant tissues. In vivo, in vitro and in situ

measurements are possible with EIS and the non-

invasive feature of this technique is valid for all types

of investigations, not to mention the importance of the

fact that it requires short time compared to other

classical plant physiological measurements that

involve grinding and processing of plant tissue.

Furthermore, electrical impedance measurement can

be done on relatively young seedlings, so the effects of

stress agents can be detected even in early stages of the

development, when for instance the fluorescence

induction measurement, which is otherwise a highly

sensitive environmental stress detecting method, can-

not be done, because of the lack of fully opened leaves.

Significant stress agents such as water extremes,

salinity, heavy metal stress and infection lead to

structural modifications of the tissue and justify the

applications of non-invasive EIS measurement for

predicting plant health or characterizing greenhouse or

field water conditions and usage.

EIS seems to be applicable both for analytical and

research laboratories, since once a stress or a quality

trait is correlated with an impedance parameter, the

method is quick and safe for further analysis of a great

number of samples.
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